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YoCoin (YOCO) creates a better future for its community 
members by prioritizing the needs of YOCO hodlers. It 
is built on a self-sustainable system that is designed to 
last indefinitely. Extremely low fees encourage trading 
while rewards incentivize hodling.

It is no secret that powerful financial institutions have entered the cryptocurrency 

market—manipulating prices and working overtime to prevent true price discovery. 

These entities have little regard for the retail hodler. At the same time, celebrities and 

organized groups with large followings have taken full advantage of market activity and 

volatility with no regard for the people they’re hurting financially.

YOCO developers aim to achieve secure and stable Decentralized Finance (DeFi) with a 

brand-new asset class, YOCO. Our community is the change the market needs. 

Founded, developed, and marketed by retail investors, YOCO aims to keep dreams alive 

by restoring the confidence of and bringing together like-minded individuals who seek 

short- and long-term cryptocurrency stability. 

YOCO is fully emancipated from institutional money and not associated with exploitive 

projects. Its hodlers are market makers—not market breakers. Institutional money fears 

us, because YOCO is not their coin. It’s YOUR coin. OUR coin. YoCoin.

MISSION



YOCO is an auto rewarding deflationary token on the 
Binance Smart Chain that generates rewards for its 
hodlers. 

A 3% transaction tax is coded into the smart contract to ensure project longevity and 

deliver on our promise to the community. 

1% is burned forever, increasing YOCO’s value. As supply decreases, YOCO demand surges. 

1% is sent to a wallet for YOCO.finance development and marketing. Having the resources 

necessary to deliver a meticulously marketed project—such as professional branding, 

paid influencers, and merchandise—gives YOCO the ability for substantial growth. We 

can target the types of investors we want to be hodling. Or as we call it in our community, 

YODLing! 

The remaining 1% is redistributed—instantly with every transaction on the network—to 

all YOCO hodlers to incentivize long term YODLing. No staking or lock-up period are 

required. And these rewards are for life!

TOKENOMICS



DYNAMIC LIQUIDITY POOLS

Liquidity is pooled among multiple wallets to ensure 
transaction efficiency and uphold our mission of 
creating a community coin. 

YOCO’s unique liquidity structure prevents price impact issues and allows seamless 

swaps throughout multiple DEX’s within the Binance Smart Chain. To set us apart from 

other projects engaged in pre-sale liquidity set-ups and locked Dapp pool exploitation, 

YOCO ensures the project’s safety with a unique dynamic liquidity structure. 

Liquidity wallets are traceable and fully transparent via BSCscan, so YOCO investors know 

their funds are ‘SAFU’ with YOCO.



FAIR LAUNCH

YOCO developers rigorously tested wallet-to-wallet 
send and receive transactions during pre-launch to 
ensure YOCO functions fairly and responsibly. 

We tested small and large YOCO transactions and received excellent instantaneous 

results.  After this testing phase was complete and the developers were satisfied with 

performance, YOCO was launched on the Binance Smart Chain via PancakeSwap on 

June 3rd. 

YOCO did not host a pre-sale event or openly invite others to our community. 

This ensured a true community coin that is available to everyone at a fair price.



ROADMAP

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Smart contract development 

Testing 

Fair launch on the Binance Smart Chain 

Grassroots community development

First wave of marketing across all major social medias 

Airdrops to active community members to engage new investors and set up for the SSC

Submit to sites for listing 

Second wave of marketing including hiring of social media influencers

Online merchandise shop that utilizes a YOCO payment system 

Directory of affiliates that accept YOCO

P2P Marketplace

Major exchange listings 

Lobby major payments systems and websites to accept YOCO 

YOCO Dapp/Wallet YOSWAP development 

Integration of payments system in website 

Community voting on the future direction of YOCO

including burns, advertising ventures, and case uses

Partnership with Visa and Mastercard 

Collateralized cash loans against your crypto holdings 

Savings, retirement, and inheritance systems 

Global payments adoption



CONTACT

WEBSITE

SOCIAL

EMAIL

CONTRACT

https://yoco.finance

https://www.facebook.com/groups/yocoin

http://www.twitter.com/yocoiny

https://t.me/joinchat/BgHkuDg0TIgwN2Vh

https://discord.gg/bMYQyvBF

https://www.reddit.com/r/YoCoin

https://instagram.com/yocoin_official

contact@yoco.finance

https://bscscan.com/

token/0xdd17629d05e068a9d118ee35d11101d4140d0586


